
Now it’s your turn! Complete the activity online or on paper. 

Your task is to carefully read the instructions for each set of 

questions then highlight or record your answer as required. 

 

• Highlight the word that has a similar meaning to the underlined 

colloquialism. 

My grandfather always enjoys a good yarn.  thread   story  yawn   sleep 

Would you like some grub?     Insects  drink  food   dirt 

  

• Add a prefix to each word to give it the opposite meaning. 

pleasant ________________  like  ________________ 

true  ________________  real  ________________ 

 

• Rewrite each sentence so you do not use the underlined word twice. Do not 

change the meaning of the sentence. 

I like those apricots; can I have one apricot?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Joel plays tennis, do you play tennis too? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Highlight the word that best describes each sentence. 

Queensland’s Daintree National Park is the largest tropical rainforest in 

Australia.        

fact / opinion  

 

Queensland’s Daintree National Park is one of Australia’s most beautiful.     

           fact / opinion   

 

• Each sentence has one word spelt incorrectly, highlight it then record the 

correct spelling. 

The dentist will check your teeth for caverties.  ____________________ 

Barbara and Michael sang a duette on stage.  ____________________ 

I asked my favourite football player for his autograf. ____________________ 

 



• Each word has a prefix and suffix. Write the base word of each. 

reappearing ________________  unexplored ________________ 

misbehaved ________________  disinterested ________________ 

 

• Highlight the word that best describes the effect of each sentence. 

It is important to brush your teeth every morning and night to avoid cavities.

  humorous  persuasive  builds empathy 

Karen winced as the pain in her tooth flared up again. She dreaded the visit to 

the dentist, but knew she had no choice. 

humorous  persuasive  builds empathy 

 

• Add the suffix given. Remember a letter might be changed, added or left out.  

school + ing ________________  funny + er  ________________ 

travel + ing ________________  complete + ed ________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


